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Venture into the abyss with Yellow Diver, the fearless submarine, as it embarks on a daring deep-sea 
expedition. The clock ticks, the bet is set – cash out before the submarine emerges at the water’s surface! 

Down goes Yellow Diver, past several marine creatures, amidst the dark depths, before resurfacing from an 
unforgettable marine odyssey. 



FEATURED GAMESFEATURED GAMESFEATURED GAMES

November 2023

28TH
NOVEMBER 2023

Candy Trouble

14TH
NOVEMBER 2023

Ragna’s Rock

7TH
NOVEMBER 2023 
10 Lucky Sevens





HIGHLIGHTS 
›   Gamble Feature to double or quadruple
     your winnings
›   Buy Feature

     

DESCRIPTION 
10 Lucky Sevens is a classic slot 
game with a 5x3 reel set, 10 lines 
and 9 symbols. The 7 is the WILD 
and substitutes for all symbols, 
except for Scatters, and appears on 
reels 2, 3, and 4 only. When landing, 
Wilds expand to cover the entire reel 
and stay sticky while triggering the 
RESPIN feature.  

NOVEMBER
2023

7th



10 LUCKY SEVENS VISUALS





HIGHLIGHTS 
›   Ragna’s Rock Box Features: Explosion,
    Slice and Dice, Destruction, Swap Shop
›  Wild Berseker Bonus    
›   Random Wilds and Wild Return 
›   Valhalla Free Spins
›   Free Spins Upgrade Bar 
›   Buy Feature: Buy 2 to 5 features
›   Random gifts and   Super-sized symbols
›   Charge Metre with Total Win Multipliers  
›   Cascading slot with 7x7 grid 
 

     

STORY 
As the sun sets over Valhalla, a Viking 
adventure unfolds in Ragna’s Rock. 
Ragna himself and the Rock stand 
as wild symbols, ready to boost your 
wins. Watch as they battle alongside 
you against mythical creatures. With 
each spin, the legend of Ragna grows, 
promising thrilling riches and epic fun! 
Skål to your winnings! 

NOVEMBER
2023

14th



RAGNA’S ROCK VISUALS





HIGHLIGHTS 
›   3 Candy Bomb feature with Win Multipliers     
›  4+ Candy Bomb Bonus symbols trigger   
    Free Spin Bonus 
›   Persistent Modifiers in Free Spins:
     •  Candy Roll (Payer) 
     •  Swirl Lollypop (Multiplier)
    • Bubble Gum (Unlocker)
     • Gummy Bear (Collector)   
›  Buy Bonus
 

     

STORY 
Indulge in heaps of sugary escapades in 
the whimsical world of Candy Trouble, 
where the reels are a pick n’ mix of sugary 
delights! Step into a fairytale land filled 
with swirly lollipops, cupcakes, sugar 
sticks, and more. This slot game, set to 
funfair-style music, is your ticket to a 
sugar-powered adventure, where every 
spin promises delightful surprises in this 
candy-coated wonderland. 

NOVEMBER
2023

28th



CANDY TROUBLE VISUALS
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December 2023

12TH
DECEMBER 2023

5 Lucky Sevens

5TH
DECEMBER 2023 

Xmas Express



5th
DECEMBER

2023

STORY
Ride the Xmas Express through a winter wonderland! The reels are set against a snowy landscape adorned with 

pine trees, twinkling Christmas decorations, and the iconic old train—the Xmas Express. Santa himself takes the 
spotlight as the Wild symbol, ready to guide your way through the holiday adventure. Join him alongside charming 

characters like the Elf, Deer, Snowman, Gingerbread Man, Nutcracker, and sparkling Christmas baubles, each 
promising festive wins. And don’t miss the Mystery Sleigh Ride, a bonus feature that adds an extra dash of holiday 

magic to your spins. All aboard for a journey filled with Christmas cheer! 

HIGHLIGHTS 
› Green and Blue Gift box symbols with random multipliers

› Santa’s Bag Collect

› Xmas Express Scatters trigger Free Spins

› Mystery Sleigh Ride feature reveals Mystery symbols

› Bonus game with endless features 

› Max win of 10,000x



12th
DECEMBER

2023

DESCRIPTION
5 Lucky Sevens is a classic slot game with a 5x3 reel set, 5 lines and 11 symbols. The 7 is the WILD and substitutes 
for all symbols, except for Scatters, and appears on reels 2, 3, and 4 only. When landing, Wilds expand to cover the 

entire reel and stay sticky while triggering the RESPIN feature.  

There are 2 Scatters: the Dollar, which appears anywhere on the reels, and pays as high-paying symbol 2 for 3+ symbols 
anywhere on the reels; and the Bell, which appears on reels 1, 3, and 5 only and pays as high-paying symbol 3. 

HIGHLIGHTS 
› Gamble Feature to double or quadruple your winnings

› Buy Feature 




